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“The Differences Between Streaming and Home.” 

In the first episode of the Dungeon Master’s Guide our hosts discuss how different it is playing 

on Camera. How would your adventuring party feel if their every move was broadcast? A Two-

Hour Adventure for Tier 1 Characters.  
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Synopsis 
“What is it like, jumping on screen into someone 
else’s world, not knowing if works?” 

 —Satine Phoenix, Episode 1 
 
Imagine your world being broadcasted for all to see. 
Imagine a time when hidden threats in the shadows 
no longer exist. The needs of the society or the 
needs of the individual? Should they be the same? In 
this city of Wizards, a Diviner’s Guild has taken it 
upon themselves to create a world without crime, 
without worry, without fear. 
 Without privacy. 
 Our party of adventurers, either seasoned 
veterans or fresh out of the gates; find themselves 
caught in the mix of this case of watchmen, when 
one diviner hijacks the cities spell-weave into a 
reality TV show for all travellers within miles. Their 
characters get rewarded for their quests and battles 
in scrying glasses for all to see. Soon they discover 
every action and moment of their lives are being 
watched, and it’s only a matter of time before they 
find themselves on stage with other competitors for 
their survival.  
 Can they find the rogue diviner who can see their 
every move before it’s too late? 
 

 

Adventure Hooks 

There are multiple ways to jumpstart this adventure.  

 As a level 1 adventure, the orb will be gifted to the 
party as a present. 

 In an existing campaign, have the party find the 
orb as treasure. 

 If your campaign is gritty; finding the orb in a cave 
with its prior owners who tried to hide. 

Higher Tier 
This module works very well with higher tier parties given 
the subject matter. Scaling this module for any tier is 
possible by adjusting the level of Kyros the Diviner. 
 

It Came as A Gift… 

It doesn’t matter where the characters begin their 
journey, or why they are together in their campaign 
setting. One hook or another, the party acquires 
with a violet hued crystal orb, and upon close 
inspection, has a symbol for the local Diviner’s Guild 
in a city to the north (which city can be relevant to 
any campaign) engraved on it. 
 Once players make any attempt at investigation, 
arcana rolls, or magical identification; the orb will 
activate and begin showing other adventurer’s in the 
nearby region questing on their adventures. A little 
pot of gold is magically shown next to their name, 
where audience members watching can donate 
based on how well they like the events. 

 
Getting Hooked Is Easy. 
Players should make a wisdom saving throw DC 15 to avoid 
getting hooked on watching the orb. Additionally, with an 
Arcana Check DC10, the players can donate gold or switch 
channels to other adventuring parties. 

 
 After a day of using the device, the group will 
discover that one of the channels suddenly has their 
group on the screen. No matter what happens with 
their initial reaction, even if they hide and bury the 
orb, have a messenger shortly deliver a bag of 
copper to the character with the most charisma. 

 The bag will contain a small sum of copper and a 
hand written thank you note for providing 
entertainment during dark times. 

All for The Audience… 

If the characters interrogate this messenger about 
the events, the delivery man is a dead end—only 
hinting that someone is watching (he doesn’t know 
who exactly). Yet he will tell the characters they can 
make money just by questing in style! 
 If the characters choose to go forth and adventure 
in style, run a quick easy random encounter and 
focus not on how hard the bad guys are, but on the 
stylish moves of the characters. Award them with 
another bag of gold. 
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 Should the characters elect to hide and not 
participate, slowly reveal that, even without the orb, 
they are being watched. Perhaps they see someone 
else watching an orb themselves and see a party 
member sleeping, or a local tavern starting to take 
bets on them.  
 If they choose to investigate the orb and its arrival, 
allow them to learn the name of who is watching 
early… 

Kyros Is Watching… 

Characters who adventured will find themselves in a 
contest to one-up other parties for massive loot and 
rewards... All leading closer and closer to the city 
housing the Diviner’s Guild. The group has become a 
hit sensation, and more episodes are requested. The 
messenger that delivers their loot can slowly start 
adding in random gifts from fans as they do more 
random and stylish encounters. 
 Characters who choose to investigate will instead 
find that Kyros, a diviner, is always watching the 
groups and... Even other diviners to prevent herself 
from being found. 
 The characters will have to think creatively to 
locate her but can trace her magic back to the city. 
Getting to her is another matter, and possible 
solutions may include body doubles, magic of their 
own, or creating fake sets. 
 Instead of being showered with loot, the 
characters on this track must hide and prevent this 
“insane” diviner from catching wind of their plans… 
 

 

The Final Act… 

Once they reach the center of town, multiple 
adventuring parties are also closing in. Each seeking 
the adoration of fans and the grand prize (which is a 
life of immortality via fame). Characters will either 
duel one-on-one or seek a crowd performance based 
on their own ideas. 
 Any critical success (natural 20) on a skill roll of 
their choice rockets them to victory… and life eternal 
in the eyes of the city. Their every action forever 
watched and always on-crystal inside a diviner’s orb. 
Any success at a DC higher than 20 will endear them 
to the hearts of the crowd, while any skill check that 
is an average 10 will result in the crowd screaming 
they could do better.  
 If the characters have chosen to track down Kyros, 
they will find the mad diviner in the laboratory 
nestled among other shops and taverns in the city. 
Kyros created this entire system hoping someone 
would bring it down, and she won’t go down without 
a fight—it must be a worthy performance after all. 
Once defeated, a chain reaction will begin that 
erases all the magic from her diviner orb network.  
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Playing the Pillars 

COMBAT 
In this module, combat can 
happen in many ways. Perhaps 
versus great monsters to earn 
adoration of fans, or versus 
other adventuring parties to 
eliminate competition. In a 
battle versus Kyros, she should 
always come off one step ahead. 

EXPLORATION 
Taking a shadowy route in order 
to solve the adventure leads the 
characters to uncover paths or 
ruins where magic can’t find 
them. This might lead them to 
discover other allies that have 
hidden from the mad Diviner.  

SOCIAL 
For the socially inclined, taking 
the spotlight can be a great 
path through the adventure. 
This path should grant more 
rich’s and fame than the other 
two, but will prevent a combat 
with Kyros. One option could be 
to use their fame to press for a 
“season end,” potentially 
earning victory without any 
bloodshed. 
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Appendix 1: Creature Statistics 

 

Kyro’s The Diviner 

Medium Female High Elf; Lawful Good 

Armor Class 14 (with mage armor) 
Hit Points 35 (10d6) 
Speed 30 ft. 

 

 STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA 

 10 (+0) 12 (+1) 11 (+0) 15 (+2) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 

 

Skills Perception +4, Arcana +6, History +6, Insight +4 
Senses Darkvision 60’. Passive Perception 14. 
Languages Common 
Challenge 4 

Actions 

Spellcasting. The Arcanist is a 10th-level wizard. Its 
spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell save DC 14, to hit 
with spell attacks +6) 

 

Cantrips (at will). Mage Hand, Message, Shocking Grasp, 
Fire Bolt, Friends 

1st level (4 slots). Feather Fall, Color Spray, Burning 
Hands, Illusory Script, Mage Armor 

2st level (3 slots). Blindness/Deafness, Alter Self, Ray of 
Enfeeblement 

3rd level (3 slots). Animate Dead 

4th level (3 slots). Polymorph, Dimension Door 

5th level (3 slots). Wall of Stone, Scrying 
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Appendix #2: Magic Item 
 

Kyros’ Scrying Orb 

Wonderous Item, Common (in this module) 

This magical orb is a two-way viewing device that allows 
the magical network Kyros created to see everything 
around the characters the moment it is touched. This 
includes all sleeping, eating, even activities normally 
considered “out of sight”. Once linked the orb follows 
the party based on their appearance… Thus, it is 
possible to hide from the orb through disguise kits, but 
not hiding behind a wall.  
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